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Abstract: We show that for very infinite cardinal (x there is at Hausdorff space with density 
Q! and weight exp exp exp CL It is well-known that this is the maximum weight a space Iwit 
density can have. 
For an arbitrary topological space X ‘we write w(X) and 
note its weight and density, respectively. We shall use I A 1 for 
nality of the set A,and for any cardinal number Q we put exp 
= 2” and eKpn + 1 ar = exp if:Xp,&. 
It is well-known that for any regukr (or even se 
w(X) G exp d(X).. Moreover, a well-krlown 
if X is Hausdorff, we always have I XI < exp2 d 
es w(X) < exp3, J(X). In [2 ] it was rotated as 
is inequality can be improved by w~~~ti~g 2 inst 
s note is to prove that the answer tl*, t 
shown by the following: 
Let A be any set of cardinahty at. In brief, X will be A LJ I” W { U}, 
where Y is a set o ultrafilters on A and U is an ultra 
e topology wilJ be defined so that t 
orhoods of cardinality less tha 
: n < a), where A, n A, = 
and 1 A, I = a for ah ‘n C o. Let US denote by Y, the set of all nor-princi- 
on A which contain A., as a ember. Then, as is kj?own, 
= expp for eat P n < CQ. Using a theorem of PospiU 
proofs see [ 11 or [ 3 I), which says that for every c:\rdinal 
ltrafilter on K whose filter basis has power exp u, we can 
e for each n < u an ultrafilter L& on the set I’, such that any filter 
asis for Un has cardinality exp3 CL 
be an arbitrary non-prin ’ al ultrafilter on CC: and write Y = 
0). We can now de e an ultrafilter U on Y as follows: for 
E U if and only if 
In particular, we have Y, 4 U for yt < ~3. 
Now 1e.t us put X = A u Y C! {U} and def”nne a topology on X a3 f~l?.ows: 
(a) if p E A, then p is isolated; 
(b) if u E Y then {.M u (~4) : M E u} is a basis of neighbourhook for U; 
(c) all sets of the form B u M u {U}, where B E U and ME 
co i!tute a neighbourhood basis for U. 
e neighbourhood axi are obviously satisfied for points in A u Y. 
If B, uM, U(U) and& 2 U ((ij are t *wo basic neighbourhoods of
U, clearly their intersection is too, because B, n B, E U and 
{u:u~B~ nl?,). * 
bourhood of td contained in it, hence the 
o’w that this topology is 
and any u E Yn c Y, thcl*a 
cannot be a filter basis for Un 
t contain any member of I&. 
: n < a} 3s obvioudy a member of U, hence 
exist a B E M with I3 e C. Then I3 IT Yfl c Cn for each yt, which a ; a 
coa?tradiction. This completes the prooKaf the theorem. 
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